York law governed. We investigate the determinants underlying these decisions about choice of law and forum selection. Regression results confirm the flight from Delaware law and forum, conditional on Delaware being the acquiring firm's place of incorporation.
the process, arguing that the self-interest of transactional attorneys influences the selection of Delaware as a chartering state, 8 as well as the nature of the contractual clauses that are included in the charters. 9 Studies also have used empirical methods to investigate the advantages of Delaware incorporation, with some finding advantages to incorporating in Delaware 1 0 and others casting doubt on the robustness of these results. 1 1 The benefits of Delaware corporate law are said to lie, among other things, in its flexibility and openness to variation, with most provisions operating only as default rules that can be avoided by contrary provisions in the corporate charter or bylaws; 12 the high degree of competence, specialized knowledge, and integrity of the state's judiciary; 13 the substantial body of decided cases, which lends predictability and reliability to its corporate law; 14 Delaware's reliance on corporate franchise taxes, which ensures that legislators will think twice about making changes to the law that corporate managers would not desire; 15 and the relative insulation of the Delaware lawmaking process from special interests hostile to corporate interests. See Roberta Romano, Law as a Product: Some Pieces of the Incorporation Puzzle, 1 J.L. ECON. & ORG. 225, 273-77 (1985) (arguing that attorneys reduce their labor costs by developing an expertise in Delaware law because Delaware is a single jurisdiction where outcomes are more predictable).
9.
See generally John C. Coates IV, Explaining Variation in Takeover Defenses: Blame the Lawyers, 89 CAL. L. REV. 1301 REV. (2001 (claiming that the advice a law firm gives a corporation has more influence on whether it will adopt takeover defenses than other more traditional variables).
10. REV. 1357 REV. , 1362 REV. (2000 (describing literature claiming "that Delaware, through its reliance on charter revenue and its judicial selection process, has committed itself to provide corporate laws that enhance firm performance, and that market forces lead firms to adopt these value-enhancing laws" (footnote omitted)); Romano, supra note 8 at 277 (arguing that Delaware is the preferred state of incorporation in part because "the continuity in and small size of [the court that] hears corporation law cases" produces both judicial expertise and predictable decisions).
14. Romano, supra note 8, at 274. 15. Id. at 258-61. 16. See, e.g., John C. Coffee, Jr., The Future of Corporate Federalism: State Competition and the New Trend Toward De Facto Federal Minimum Standards, 8 CARDOZO L. REV. 759, 762-63 (1987) (arguing that Delaware continues to be "the preeminent authority on corporate-law matters" because of lobbies within the state do not distort the law in undesirable ways).
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Sometimes overlooked in the debate over Delaware incorporation is that the real issues at stake have to do with choices of law and forum. Aside from franchise taxes due to the Delaware treasury, 17 the principal consequence of Delaware incorporation is that the company opts into Delaware law to resolve disputes going to the allocation of power and duty within the company. 18 Delaware incorporation also operates as a weak choice of forum decision. Although directors and officers of companies incorporated in Delaware are subject to that state's jurisdiction over matters growing out of their corporate activities, 19 and Delaware may be the only state where, as a practical matter, all defendants in a case involving alleged breaches of fiduciary duty can be joined. 20 Delaware corporate law does not purport by its own terms to be exclusive. A plaintiff could bring a suit in any state (or even abroad) where he or she could obtain jurisdiction over all defendants. Delaware law would be applied (presumably) in such a case, but the forum would be different. 21 Viewing Delaware incorporation as a choice of law and choice of forum option permits us to understand the incorporation decision in the context of a broader universe of corporate behavior. As shown in Part III below, companies frequently agree to choice of law and choice of forum provisions when they enter into contracts. These contracts cover a wide range of corporate activities, such as employment and severance agreements, dispute settlement, mergers and asset purchases, financing agreements, and securities transactions. 22 Thus, the debate over Delaware incorporation can be understood as a specific case of a more general inquiry into the importance of choice of law and choice of forum decisions by corporations that enter into contracts with third parties.
Insofar as they tend to appear repetitively in corporate contracts and use relatively standardized terminology, choice of law 17. ROMANO, supra note 2, at 6-11. 18. At least, this is the conventional view of the "internal affairs doctrine" of corporate law. For a theoretical treatment stressing the fact that the selection of the state of incorporation is essentially a choice of law decision see 
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VANDERBILT LAWREVIEW [Vol. 59:6:1975 REV. 1507 REV. , 1511 REV. -13 (1995 (finding that plaintiffs are generally less successful in cases where a forum transfer has occurred than in cases where there was no transfer).
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Choice of law and choice of forum provisions differ from other types of boilerplate in one important respect. The standard boilerplate term is a clause that remains invariant across contracts (for example, an integration clause providing that the written contract sets forth the entire agreement of the parties). In the case of many choice of law and choice of forum clauses, the form of the clause is standardized, but the specific law and forum chosen by the parties are not. These must be determined for each individual contract. The transaction-specific tailoring of these clauses suggests additional reasons for inferring that the specific venue and law chosen may have importance for the contracting parties.
This Article is a preliminary inquiry into the uses of choice of forum and choice of law clauses in corporate contracts. We study a data set consisting of all merger and acquisition agreements contained as exhibits to Form 8K "current report" filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) for the seven-month period January 1 to July 31, 2002. The motivation for using this data set is described more fully below, but the short explanation is that these contracts allow us to examine choice of law and choice of forum clauses in a setting in which such clauses are reasonably analogous to corporate chartering decisions-contracts involving fundamental corporate events that are material to the welfare of sophisticated corporate parties.
Our study yields the following conclusions. Choice of law and choice of forum provisions appear to be negotiated vigorously in these merger contracts. No single state dominates in either category; no share of the market for these clauses exceeds thirty-three percent. As might be expected, we find that a substantial degree of overlap exists between choice of law and choice of forum designations. If a particular state's law is chosen, that state's forum is also very likely to be selected. The overlap, however, is not complete: A substantial number of contracts designate a forum to adjudicate disputes that is not located in the state whose law was selected to govern the substantive issues. Further, and quite interestingly, we find that while the contracting parties always opt to include choice of law provisions in their contracts, the same is not true for choice of forum provisions. Only fifty-three percent of the contracts contain litigation forum selection clauses. Given that the parties could easily select the forum as well as the applicable law-and given that the forum selected can sometimes be as important (if not more important) than the law chosen-the frequent failure of the parties to specify a forum for resolution of disputes presents a theoretical puzzle.
Investigation of the determinants of a particular state law or forum generated several results. We find a positive, significant
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VANDERBILT LAW REVIEW association between the principal places of business of both the acquired firms and the acquiring firms and the law and forum selected in the contract. We similarly find positive, significant associations between the states of incorporation of the acquired and acquiring firms and the chosen law and forum. We find lesser, but still significant, associations between the location of the attorneys for the reporting firm and the choice of law and forum. The analogy between contractual choice of law and choice of forum and incorporation suggests theoretical reasons to suppose that Delaware might be chosen preferentially to other states in the merger context. For example, Delaware judges are reputed to have expertise in corporate matters and to be highly capable jurists. Although the issues governed by choice of law and choice of forum clauses go to questions of contract interpretation rather than internal corporate affairs, it is reasonable to suppose that the contract issues in merger agreements will be at least closely interwoven with questions commonly adjudicated by the Delaware courts. Because disputes in merger contracts often will be resolved through equitable relief (for example, a motion for a preliminary injunction), it is also reasonable to assume that the Delaware Chancery Court, which is the court of first instance for corporate cases, will also be the forum for adjudication of most disputes over the contracts in our data set. Thus, the perceived advantages of Delaware law and forum in corporate cases may carry over to the context of choice of law and forum in merger contracts.
We find strong evidence that Delaware is, in fact, preferred to other states as a provider of law and forum in our data, but that preference is largely related to Delaware being the state of incorporation. We also find evidence that the preference for Delaware incorporation is greater than the preference for Delaware law or forum for resolving contractual disputes. Companies were more likely to incorporate in Delaware than they were to select Delaware as the provider of law or forum. To the degree there is a flight from Delaware in this respect, the beneficiaries appear to be New York and California, which are preferred as providers of law and forum compared with states other than Delaware, holding other factors constant. The outflow from Delaware is not trivial. Delaware was the place of incorporation for 189 merger contracts; it was the choice of law for 132. With respect to forum selection, 115 contracts that designated a forum had Delaware corporate acquirers. Yet only sixtyfour contracts specified Delaware as the litigation forum. In contrast, New York had eight corporate acquirers and seventy contracts
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selecting New York law and forty-five selecting New York as the litigation forum. Further exploring the analogy between choice of law/choice of forum and incorporation, we inquired whether Delaware law or forum would be preferentially chosen by the parties when the acquired firm was publicly held. The reason for this inquiry is that in such a situation, the fiduciary duties of the acquired firm's directors may become salient issues, and Delaware courts can be posited to be experts in adjudicating matters pertaining to directors' fiduciary duties. 35 We found that the public nature of the acquired firm had a significant positive association with Delaware law being chosen and with Delaware as the choice of forum. We also investigated whether the choice of law or choice of forum decisions might be related to the location of the attorney. Other things equal, we might expect attorneys to opt for the law and/or forum where they are licensed to practice. We do find a significant association between the acquirer's attorney's location and the contractual choice of law and forum. However, attorneys also often specified a law and/or forum in a state other than that where they were listed as doing business. 3 6 We also find evidence that attorneys in New York are significantly more likely to specify a forum than are attorneys located in other states.
This Article is structured as follows. Part II describes the data analyzed. Part III describes the basic patterns of incorporation, business and attorney location, and choice of law and forum. Part IV explores the choice of law in merger contracts and Part V explores the choice of forum. Part VI reports on the decision whether to designate a litigation forum in merger contracts. Part VII concludes.
II. THE DATA SET
The data consisted of merger agreements contained as exhibits to Form 8K "current report" filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission for the seven-month period from January 1 to July 31, 2002. Form 8K must be filed by SEC reporting firms to disclose certain material corporate events or changes that have not been previously reported by the company. 37 One important such event is a 35. We thank Marcel Kahan and John Coates for independently suggesting this inquiry. 36. It may be that attorneys in these cases practiced in firms that also had offices in the selected forum, but our data did not permit us to investigate this question.
37. For the current rules, see Securities and Exchange Commission, Form 8-K, http://www.sec.gov/about/forms/form8-k.pdf (last visited January 4, 2006).
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VANDERBILT LAW REVIEW merger agreement. 38 We searched Form 8K filings containing exhibits with this type of contract. 39 We analyzed each such contract to determine whether it could be categorized as a merger, including major asset acquisitions and stock transactions.
There are cogent theoretical reasons for examining this data set. By definition, the merger agreements in the data set form part of transactions deemed material (i.e., important) by the reporting firm. Because the contracts are important to the reporting firm's operations, we can assume that they receive some degree of care and attention during the negotiation and drafting phase, either from the reporting firm's employees or from outside counsel, or both. Because we are examining contracts that are written before disputes arise, moreover, we can be reasonably confident that in most cases the contracting parties did not anticipate the nature of any dispute that might arise, and therefore would not know whether a particular term would help or hurt them in the event of a conflict. These characteristics support the hypothesis that, within some range of error, the contract terms that we observe may represent reasonably efficient allocations of rights and duties among the parties. In this Article, we are concerned with two choices in particular made by the contracting parties: the law picked to govern in the event of a dispute over the contract and the forum selected for the adjudication or resolution of such a dispute.
Since much of this study explores whether corporations are attracted to, or shy away from, Delaware law or courts, merger agreements have another appealing feature. Corporate law and corporate governance law are particular strengths of Delaware. If Delaware law or courts are to attract contractual provisions or litigation, one might expect Delaware to be most attractive in contracts such as merger agreements. As such, we expect a study of merger contracts to yield results that are conservative in the sense that this is an area which should show Delaware in its most favorable contractual setting. 39. The filings typically include the merger agreement itself as an exhibit to the filing. These merger agreements, which are available on-line via both the SEC and LEXIS, thus provide an excellent source of information about the contractual choices made by parties engaged in business consolidations.
40. We fully agree with comments we have received indicating that results would be enhanced by branching out to other forms of contract. The short answer is that we have preliminarily coded choice of law provisions in a total of over 2800 contracts available from 
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III. PLACES OF INCORPORATION, BUSINESS AND ATTORNEY LOCALE, AND CHOICE OF LAW AND FORUM
This Part describes the basic patterns of incorporation, business and attorney locale, and choices of law and forum. Table 1 shows the distributions, by state, of key attributes that might be expected to be associated with patterns of choice of law and forum. These include the acquirer's places of business and incorporation, the acquired firm's place of incorporation, and the acquirer's attorney's place of business. Table 1 confirms Delaware's dominance as the place of incorporation for publicly held firms. The "Acquirer place of incorporation" column shows that Delaware is the acquirer's state of incorporation for 189 of 412 agreements (45.9 percent). Other than Delaware, only Nevada achieves larger than a five percent share of the acquirer-incorporation market.
Large and commercially prominent states, California, New York, and Texas, have miniscule shares of the incorporation market but substantial or nontrivial shares of the "Acquirer place of business" (the table's first two numerical columns) listings. Delaware's attraction is not a function of where companies do substantial business. As the first two columns show, Delaware is the "Acquirer place of business" for only 1.2 percent of firms. Here, California and New York are more dominant, with Texas third.
does attract the most choice of law and forum selection provisions in merger agreements. We thus believe our results are conservative in the sense just described.
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The fifth and sixth numerical columns show that Delaware is the dominant place of incorporation for acquired firms as well as for acquiring firms. It is the acquired company's state of incorporation for 168 of 412 agreements (40.8 percent). The pattern across states of the acquirer's attorney's place of business, though often not indicated in the EDGAR filings searched (seventeen percent "Unknown"), more closely resembles the place-of-business pattern than the incorporation pattern. Table 2 shows that Delaware's dominance continues for variables of interest here. It shows that Delaware accounts for 32.0 percent of the governing law clauses, with New York a distant second and California ranking third. Delaware also leads as a litigation forum choice, as shown in Table 2 's third and fourth numerical columns. 
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Although Delaware leads as a place of incorporation and a forum for purposes of choice of law and litigation, it is the relation among the three that is of principal interest to us. If Delaware's efficient and skilled judges and procedures are part of the positive attraction of Delaware as a place of incorporation, as some claim, one expects Delaware to attract choice of law clauses disproportionately relative to other states. However, once one accounts for Delaware as the place of incorporation, firms tend to flee Delaware as a choice of law and forum. Tables 1 and 2 suggest as much. Delaware provides for 45.9 percent of acquirers' places of incorporation but only 32.0 percent of choice of law provisions. Table 2 shows that when contracts specify a litigation forum, Delaware also suffers a net outflow compared to its dominance as a place of incorporation.
IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS: EXPLORING THE CHOICE OF LAW PATTERN: ARE DELAWARE COURTS AND JUDGES ATTRACTING GOVERNING LAW CLAUSES?
Simple bivariate analysis suggests that, after accounting for the decision of where to incorporate, merging firms tend to reject Delaware as a choice of law. We use the acquiring firm's state of incorporation and locale, the attorney's locale, and the relation of these variables to choice of law to suggest a flight from Delaware on choice of law matters. Regression analysis, in which we simultaneously account for variables considered individually in the bivariate analysis, is consistent with the simpler analyses.
A. Choice of Law Bivariate Analysis
To explore the pattern of flight from Delaware, we examine in more detail the relation between incorporation/location characteristics and choice of law. Table 3 simplifies the earlier tables by focusing solely on choice of law and by reducing the geographical units to Delaware, New York, California, and Other. All places of incorporation or choices of law other than Delaware, New York, and California are coded as "Other." Table 3A shows first that a strong association exists between state of incorporation of the acquiring firm and choice of law. The boldface diagonal percentages show that, across the four major locales in the table, at least fifty-three percent of the choices of law are the same as the place of incorporation. New York and California acquirers show a strong affinity for choosing their incorporation state's laws, with both choosing such laws about 80 percent of the time. Delaware shows the weakest association between incorporation state and choice of law. 41 The positive association between choice of law and place of incorporation is highly statistically significant (p<.001).
4 2 41. These results are consistent with Florencia Marotta-Wurgler's study of 597 end-user software license agreements between software vendors and purchasers. Marotta-Wurgler found that Delaware law was chosen in less than 2% of the contracts that specified a governing law, even though 21% of the contracting firms were incorporated in Delaware. The major flight from Delaware in her study is to California: 45 of the contracts involving Delaware-incorporated vendors selected California law, far more than any other state. California law was chosen in 27% of the contracts that specified a governing law, even though only 17% of the firms in her sample were incorporated in California. Interview with Florencia Marotta-Wurgler, Assistant Professor of Law, New York University, in N.Y., N.Y. (Aug. 23, 2006) .
42. This and similar bivariate significance levels reported in several tables below are based on simple multinomial logit models in which the four choice of law outcomes are modeled as a function of dummy variables representing the states of incorporation. Table 3B reports the results for the relation between choice of law and the acquired firm's place of incorporation. It shows a positive relation similar to that of acquiring firms, and the relation is also highly statistically significant. One expects not only the place of incorporation but also the place of business to be associated with the choice of law. Table 4A , which reports on acquiring firms, explores that relation and also allows study of the flow of cases with place of business, rather than place of incorporation as a baseline. Again, the emboldened diagonal entries suggest a strong association between place of business and choice of law. For each place-of-business state, the greatest choice of law percent is in that state. Table 4A also shows flow from California and Other as places of business to New York and Delaware as choices of law. New York is the place of business for forty-two firms but the choice of law for sixty-three firms. The enormous flow towards Delaware-five places of business and 135 choices of law-is presumably a consequence of its prominence as a state of incorporation and the association between state of incorporation and choice of law. Table 4B shows that the relation between place of business and choice of law for acquired firms is quite similar to that for acquiring firms. The positive association between place of business 1990 [Vol. 59:6:1975 
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and choice of law in both tables is highly statistically significant (p<.O01). One expects that attorneys are another key influence on choice of law. Attorneys are likely to specify the law of a state with which they are familiar. They are likely to be most familiar with the law of VANDERBILT LAW REVIEW the jurisdiction in which they are located. We thus expect New York attorneys to tend to specify New York law in their contracts, California attorneys to specify California law, and so on. Given that corporate attorneys can also be expected to be generally familiar with Delaware law, we expect that Delaware law also will be selected on a relatively frequent basis. Table 5 shows the relation between the attorney's address and choice of law. The dominant laws specified are, as above, Delaware and Other. The place of incorporation likely is driving their dominance. The bold diagonal-percentages indicate, as expected, a reasonably strong association between attorney locale and choice of law. (Note that Delaware is not the attorney place of business for any firm in our sample.) Only Delaware successfully competes with attorney locale. The positive association between choice of law and attorney place of business is highly statistically significant (p<.001). The results so far suggest that Delaware dominates as the choice of law but that, after accounting for place of incorporation, choices of law flow away from Delaware and towards New York and California. The possibility remains that movement of choice of law towards New York and California is a consequence of those states' relatively strong showings as places of business or attorney locales. To assess whether these factors fully account for the flow away from Delaware, we limit the sample in two ways. First, we exclude all mergers in which New York is the place of business or the attorney
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locale. Second, we exclude all mergers in which California is the place of business or the attorney locale. Table 6 , panel A, shows the results with the New York exclusions. After the exclusions, no cases remain in which New York is the state of incorporation of the acquiring firm. Nevertheless, New York is the choice of law in twenty-four mergers. Choice of law flows to New York from both Delaware corporations and from corporations other than our three principal states. Panel B shows that, after excluding California businesses and attorneys, California law is the choice of law in eight mergers. Both New York and California show an inflow, but New York's is more substantial. The associations between state of incorporation and choice of law in both panels is highly statistically significant (p<.001). 
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VANDERBILT LAW REVIEW New York's inflow of mergers choosing its law does not appear to be attributable to a particular industry. We have identified the twodigit SIC codes for thirteen of the twenty-four New York choice of law firms. No industry is represented more than twice. Nor is the inflow a function of the particular form of corporate combination, such as stock deal in contrast to asset acquisition.
B. Choice of Law Regression Analysis
Regression analysis allows us to explore simultaneously the effect of the previously discussed variables--choice of law, state of incorporation, business locale, and attorney location--on law and forum choices. Preliminarily, we note some likely limitations on what regression models might accomplish with respect to both choice of law and choice of forum. The previous tables establish that several factors-places of incorporation and business, as well as attorney locale-are positively associated with choice of law. These factors are unlikely to be independent of one another. In reasonable regression models, the variables explaining choice of law (and, as shown below, choice of forum) thus depend on one another. These interdependencies suggest using systems of equations to model choice of law and its related factors. 43 Unfortunately, statistical methodology has made only modest progress in solving complex systems of equations involving categorical data. 44 Fully modeling all or even most of the dependencies that may exist in the models reported is likely not feasible given the limited available data and the state of statistical methodology. Nevertheless, the simple descriptive story suggested by the bivariate tables throughout this article is reasonably consistent with the regression models we report. So, while we acknowledge the formal limitations of the models we use, a reasonable interpretation of the totality of results reported supports our conclusions.
One basic question is what factors lead a corporation to specify Delaware law or Delaware as a litigation forum. In light of the 43. The models explored thus likely raise issues of endogeneity. Endogenous variables are variables influenced by other variables in the system being studied. For example, abandoning the choice of law in forum selection appears, according to model (3) in Table 16 To assess the effect of corporate public status, we define two dummy variables, "Acquirer public" and "Acquired public." "Acquirer public" equals one when the acquiring firm is public and equals zero otherwise. "Acquired public" equals one when the acquired firm is public and equals zero otherwise. Table 7 summarizes these variables and their relation to whether Delaware law or forum is chosen. Public acquiring firms select Delaware law at a higher rate (34.9 percent) than private acquiring firms (18.9 percent). The difference is marginally statistically significant (p=.066). Delaware law is chosen significantly (p<.001) more often in the case of public acquired firms (46.6 percent) than in the case of private acquired firms (23.1 percent). This confirms the Kahan-Coates hypothesis that Delaware law would be especially attractive when public firms are acquired. 45 With respect to choice of forum (for those contracts designating a forum), no acquirer effect emerges (p=.999). But the acquired firm's public status is strongly associated with Delaware being the chosen forum (p<.001). These variables will be added to our models of choice of law and choice of forum explored below. 45 . See supra note 35 and accompanying text.
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VANDERBILT LAW REVIEW In addition to defining a simple dummy variable equal to one when Delaware law is chosen and zero otherwise, we define a variable, "choice of law other than state of incorporation" (the "flight" variable), that equals one when the acquiring firm's state of incorporation and choice of law do not match. It equals zero when they do match. The hope is to see if Delaware as a place of acquirer incorporation is positively or negatively associated with the flight variable. Table 8 summarizes this variable. It shows that Delaware acquiring corporations tend to reject Delaware law more than other corporations tend to reject their states' laws. Forty-seven percent of 181 Delaware acquirers rejected Delaware law. Other acquirers rejected their states' laws less than thirty-five percent of the time. The difference across the four state-of-incorporation categories is marginally statistically significant (p=.056, using Fisher's exact test) and the forty-seven percent rate of flight from Delaware law is substantially higher than those of New York and California.
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[Vol. 59:6:1975 New York as an attorney locale, as an acquiring company's place of business, or as an acquired company's place of business may attract New York as a choice of law. To examine whether these features account for the flight from Delaware law, we report in the Appendix a version of Table 8 that excludes cases with New York attorneys or places of business. 46 Delaware corporations then choose non-Delaware law in approximately forty-one percent of mergers, the sample as a whole chooses law other than the state of incorporation in approximately thirty-four percent of mergers (analogous to Table 8's total row). The differences in the table are statistically significant (p=0.050). If one excludes mergers with California attorney or place-ofbusiness connections as well as mergers with these New York connections, the result is more statistically significant (p=.010). Table 8 's summary of nonconcordance between state of incorporation and choice of law shows promising results. We now seek to model nonconcordance by accounting for multiple factors described individually in earlier tables. Table 9 reports logistic regression results for two dependent variables. The first, assessed in models (1) and (2), is equal to one if Delaware law is specified and equal to zero otherwise. The second dependent variable, assessed in models (3) and (4) In model (1), the coefficients on the New York, California, and Other incorporation variables are all negative relative to the Delaware corporation reference category and the coefficient for Other is statistically significant. The coefficients for New York and California are larger than the coefficient for Other. Their lack of statistical significance may be a consequence of the relatively few firms in the sample that incorporated in those states. The negative signs suggest that selecting Delaware law is negatively associated with being a nonDelaware corporation, as suggested by the bivariate results in Table 8 . The positive, significant associations on the public status variables indicate that Delaware law is preferred by public acquiring and acquired firms compared to private firms. The coefficients on the acquirer's business locale variables are all negative and large. A test of the hypothesis that the coefficients are jointly zero yields p=.004, suggesting that business locale other than Delaware is negatively associated with Delaware as a choice of law. Model (2) yields results consistent with model (1) in the subsample that excludes New York businesses and attorneys. Models (3), (4), and (5) assess whether Delaware corporations are more likely to flee their state of incorporation's laws than are other corporations. Model (3)'s substantial size and negative sign for New York and California acquirer coefficients indicates that such firms are less likely to reject their incorporating state's laws. But the two coefficients are not statistically significant, either singly or jointly. Model (4) removes the three insignificant place-of-business variables and the insignificant "Acquiring firm public" variable. This simplified model shows a significant tendency of non-Delaware corporations to choose their incorporation states' laws more than Delaware corporations do. The coefficients on all three place-of-incorporation variables are negative, the New York variable is statistically significant, and the Other variable is marginally statistically EFRON & ROBERT J. TIBSHIRANI, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOTSTRAP (CRC Press 1998) (1993) (discussing the method of the bootstrap for assessing statistical accuracy).
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48. We located SIC codes for 63 percent of the contracts. The remaining contracts were grouped together in a single category. The results in Table 9 do not materially differ using unclustered models. The sensitivity of the two models in Table 16 is described in the text note under that table. [Vol. 59:6:1975 [Vol. 59:6: 1998 CORPORATE MERGER AGREEMENTS significant. In model (5)'s reduced sample, which excludes New York businesses and attorneys, the coefficients on the California and Other incorporation variables (no New York acquiring corporations are in the sample) are negative. Thus, the reduced sample provides modest additional support for the flight from Delaware law.
In models not reported here, the acquired firm's place of business being in New York was significantly negatively associated with Delaware as a choice of law and significantly positively associated with flight from the acquirer's place of incorporation. Models that accounted for the nature of the corporate combination, through inclusion of a dummy variable for whether the transaction was described as an "acquisition," rather than as a merger or share exchange, did not yield results materially different from those reported in Table 9 .
C. Conflict of Laws Considerations
Aspects of Delaware law may govern even if a contract specifies another state's law. A New York choice of law provision in a merger contract involving a Delaware corporation does not necessarily mean that New York law governs all aspects of the merger contract. In general, under New York choice of law rules, New York's courts will apply Delaware substantive law to merger-related matters of internal corporate governance even in the presence of a contractual New York choice of law provision. "Under New York law, the law of the incorporating state has traditionally been applied to the internal affairs of a foreign corporation." 4 9 Thus, for example, assertions of unfair treatment by dissenting shareholders of foreign corporations likely would not be governed by New York law even in New York courts. 
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VANDERBILT LAW REVIEW [Vol. 59:6:1975 Note. All states other than Delaware, New York, and California are coded as "Other." Excludes seven mergers that designate both Delaware and New York law. Reference category for place of incorporation is Delaware. Reference category for attorney place of business is New York in models (1), (3) and (4), Other in model (2), and California in model (5). Reference category for place of business is Delaware in models (1), (2), and (3). Models (2), (4), and (5) exclude mergers with contracts indicating that New York is the acquirer's place of business or the attorney's place of business. Models account for clustering on two-digit Standard Industrial Classification codes. Bootstrap-based z statistics are in parentheses. + significant at 10%; * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%
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If a contract specifies New York law, and New York choice of law rules mandate applying Delaware law, it is nevertheless reasonable to view contractual choice of New York law as evidence of flight from Delaware law or attraction to New York law. For several reasons, the choice of New York law remains an important decision should litigation occur. First, the choice reflects an overall preference for New York law over that of Delaware on many subjects. When a New York forum is chosen, New York law will govern procedural issues, 51 and can govern issues unrelated to internal corporate governance. 52 Second, when contacts with New York are sufficiently strong compared to contacts with Delaware, New York law may even govern substantive matters touching on corporate governance.
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Merely designating New York law in the contract introduces the possibility of plausibly arguing in litigation that New York law should govern on one or more issues. Third, for many of the contractual provisions studied here, the contract indicates that New York law should apply without regard to conflict-of-law rules.
Thus, consideration of conflict-of-law rules is necessary to understand the detailed effect of specifying that a state's laws will govern. But, even after accounting for conflict principles, the decision to designate New York or another state's laws is a significant endorsement of such laws and, in the case of a Delaware corporation, a notable failure to embrace Delaware law.
V. EMPIRICAL RESULTS: EXPLORING THE CHOICE OF FORUM PATTERN OF FLIGHT FROM DELAWARE
This Part explores the choice of forum clauses in the merger contracts. It first reports the relations between forum choice and state of incorporation, business locale, and attorney locale. It then shows the relation between choice of forum and choice of law. Regression results then confirm that Delaware corporations tend to opt for other states' fora more than other corporations opt for non-incorporating states' fora. For purposes of this analysis, we focus only on the state 
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VANDERBILT LAW REVIEW selected as the forum and do not distinguish between federal and state courts within a state. Table 10, analogous to Table 3 , focuses on choice of forum by again reducing the geographical units to Delaware, New York, California, and Other. As before, all places of incorporation or choices of law other than Delaware, New York, and California are coded as Other. Table 10A , which addresses the acquiring firm's state of incorporation, shows that a strong association exists between state of incorporation and choice of forum for litigation (conditional on a litigation forum having been designated), though the association is a bit weaker than the association for choice of law. The boldface diagonal percents show that, across the four major locales in the table, at least 40.9 percent of choices of forum are the same as the place of incorporation. New York corporations, however few, show an affinity for choosing New York courts. Delaware shows the weakest association between incorporation state and choice of forum. Only about forty-one percent of Delaware acquiring corporations specify Delaware courts for litigation.
54
A. Choice of Forum Bivariate Analysis
Table 10A also shows that the choice of litigation forum, like the choice of law, tends to flow away from Delaware and Other and towards New York and California. Delaware acquirers that specify a litigation forum account for 115 incorporations but only sixty-four forum choices. Similarly, the Other incorporation category has eightyeight incorporations but only seventy-six choices of forum. New York, in contrast, shows an increase in choices of forum relative to incorporations. Its four incorporations are accompanied by forty-five choices of forum. Similarly, California increases from nine incorporations to thirty-two choices of forum. Table 10B , which addresses the acquired firm's state of incorporation, shows a pattern similar to that of Table 10A . The positive association between state of incorporation and choice of forum is highly statistically significant (p<.001) in both tables.
54. Of the contracts that specified a forum, 23.4% specified a federal forum. New York federal courts were specified in 31.1% of the contracts specifying New York as the forum. The analogous figures for other jurisdictions were 29.7% for Delaware, 12.5% for California, and 18.2% for Other.
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[Vol. 59:6:1975 Like the choice of law, one expects the business locale to be associated with forum choice. Table 11A explores that relation for acquiring firms. The diagonal entries again suggest a strong association between place of business and choice of forum. For each business locale, the largest choice of forum percent is that locale. Table 1 lA also shows that acquirers with California and Other as
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VANDERBILT LAW REVIEW places of business tend to flow away from their business locales and to New York and Delaware as forum choices. New York is the place of business for thirty-one firms but the forum choice for forty-five firms. The flow towards Delaware-three business locales and sixty-four forum choices-is, as in the case of inflow as a choice of law, likely a consequence of its state-of-incorporation dominance. Table 1 1B, which reports on acquired firms, shows a similar pattern. The positive association between business locale and chosen forum is highly statistically significant in both tables (p<.001). 
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As was also the case for choice of law, one expects attorneys to influence merging parties' choice of forum. Familiarity with their jurisdiction's courts is likely as important as familiarity with its law. Table 12 shows the relation between the reporting company's attorney's places of business and choice of forum. The chosen fora are spread relatively evenly across the four fora but the association between the attorney's place of business and selection of that locale as the forum is statistically significant (p<.001). Delaware's 29.6 percent exceeds the New York and California shares. The place of incorporation again likely drives its prominence. As in the case of choice of law, Delaware numerically dominates over New York and California as the choice of forum, but, after accounting for place of incorporation, choices of forum flow away from Delaware and towards New York and California. It again remains possible that movement of choice of forum towards New York and California is a consequence of places of business or attorney locales. To assess whether these factors fully account for the flow away from Delaware, we again limit the sample by (1) excluding all mergers in which New York is the place of business or the attorney locale, and (2) excluding all mergers in which California is the place of business or the attorney locale. 
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Choice of forum occurs not only against a background of state of incorporation but also against a background of choice of law. One expects parties who have specified a choice of law to specify courts in the chosen state as the forum for litigation. Table 14 supports this belief. Its diagonal entries indicate that the forum chosen is overwhelmingly the same as the law chosen, and the association is highly statistically significant (p. <001). But Table 14 also indicates a further flight from Delaware. Parties who choose Delaware law are less likely to choose Delaware as a forum than parties who choose nonDelaware law are to choose their choice of law as choice of forum. 
B. Choice of Forum Regression Analysis
To facilitate regression analysis, we define a choice of forum "flight" variable analogous to the choice of law flight variable. "Choice of forum other than state of incorporation," (the choice of forum flight variable) equals one when the acquiring firm's state of incorporation and choice of litigation forum do not match. It equals zero when they do match. Table 15 summarizes this variable. It shows that Delaware acquiring corporations tend to reject Delaware as a forum more than other acquiring corporations tend to reject their states' courts. The 59.1 percent Delaware rejection rate is higher than the forty-seven percent Delaware rejection rate with respect to choice of law shown in
2006] 2007
VANDERBILT LAW REVIEW Like choice of law, New York as an attorney locale, as an acquirer's place of business, or as an acquired company's place of business may attract New York as a forum. To examine whether these features account for the flight from Delaware as a forum, the Appendix reports a version of Table 15 that excludes cases with New York attorneys or places of business. 55 Delaware corporations then choose non-Delaware fora in fifty-four percent of mergers and the sample as a whole chooses a forum other than the state of incorporation in forty-four percent of mergers (analogous to Table 15's total row). If one excludes mergers with California attorney or placeof-business connections as well as mergers with these New York connections, the results remain statistically significant (p=0.004).
Moreover, Table 15 's difference in concordance between law and forum suggests modeling concordance as a function of previouslydescribed factors associated with choice of law. Table 16 reports in model (1) a regression model of Delaware as the choice of forum, analogous to model (1) in Table 9 . The large, positive coefficient on the "Delaware law chosen" variable suggests that the most important factor in choosing Delaware as a litigation forum is that Delaware law have been designated the contract's governing law. 55 . See infra app. tbl.A-2. The differences are statistically significant (p=0.049).
2008
[Vol. Note. All states other than Delaware, New York, and California are coded as "Other." Excludes mergers that designate both Delaware and New York law or that do not designate a choice of forum. In model (2) exclusion of the New York business and attorney locale mergers leaves only two California corporations, too few to include the "Acquirer=CA corporation" dummy variable in the models without leading to unstable results. Reference category for place of incorporation is Delaware in models (1) and (2), and Other in models (3) and (4). Reference category for attorney place of business is New York in models (1) and (3) , Other in models (2) and (4), Reference category for place of business is Delaware in models (1) and (2). Models account for clustering on two-digit Standard Industrial Classification codes. The "Delaware law chosen" coefficients in models (1) and (4) are not statistically significant in unclustered models. Bootstrap-based z statistics are in parentheses. + significant at 10%; * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%.
(1) Delaware forum chosen Table 16 also shows the importance of the acquired firm's public status in selecting Delaware, as was the case for choice of law. Model (2) explores this result with New York acquirer locale contracts and New York attorney contracts excluded. New York corporations choose New York law without variation so a regression model cannot include a dummy variable for New York corporations. In addition, the data in the restricted sample are too sparse to allow inclusion of dummy variables for all our values of the acquiring firm's business locale. Model (2) therefore includes dummy variables only for California and Other as business locales. It yields results consistent with model (1). Table 16 's models (3) and (4) assess whether contracts specify a forum that differs from the choice of law. Model (4) again restricts the sample by excluding firms with New York connections via business locale or attorney. Both models indicate, consistently with Table 14 , that selecting Delaware law is associated with choosing a litigation forum other than state designated as the choice of law, though the marginally significant result in model (4) is sensitive to the use of industry-level clustering.
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VI. THE DECISION TO DESIGNATE CHOICE OF FORUM
Somewhat surprisingly, many merger contracts do not specify a choice of forum. As shown in Table 17 , only fifty-three percent of contracts specified a forum for resolving disputes-a notable contrast with the universal presence of choice of law clauses in the data set. 56 Since many merger contracts do not specify a choice of forum, it is interesting to explore factors that explain those that do. One expects the attorney to play the major role in specifying whether a contract designates a litigation forum. But one might not expect the rate of designation to vary by the factors explored here. Designating a litigation forum would seem to be a desirable contract term regardless of locale. Table 17 summarizes the rate of specifying a litigation forum by attorney locale. It shows that New York attorneys specify a litigation forum in over seventy percent of the merger contracts. The differences across locales are highly statistically significant (p<.001).
56. Our finding that contracting parties specify a forum much less frequently than they specify governing law is consistent with Marotta-Wurgler's study of 597 end user software license agreements, which found that 75% of the agreements contained a choice of law clause but only 28% selected a forum. Florencia Marotta-Wurgler, "Unfair" Choice of Law, Forum, and [Vol. 59:6:1975 The fact that New York attorneys more frequently designate a forum is not a function of place of incorporation or locale. They tend to designate a litigation forum more frequently than other attorneys after accounting for place of incorporation and place of business. And, as Table 12 shows, they do not overwhelmingly designate New York as the forum.
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VII. CONCLUSION
We report strong associations between both choice of law and choice of forum and several factors: business locale, attorney locale, and state of incorporation. Against the background of these associations, Delaware's prominence as a place of incorporation drives the simple descriptive story of choice of law and choice of forum. As shown in Table 2 , Delaware is the most frequent choice of both law and forum. But Delaware's attractiveness as a place of incorporation is noticeably stronger than its draw as a choice of law or forum. This rticle reports significant outflows from Delaware towards New York and California with respect to both choice of law and forum. These results suggest that, other than corporate governance law, Delaware's appeal to sophisticated corporations does not rest primarily on its law or on its courts, however efficient or expert they may be. If Delaware's non-corporate law were a positive attraction, one might expect Delaware to at least be the choice of law for companies that chose to incorporate in that state. If Delaware's courts exerted an attractive force of equal intensity across legal areas, one would similarly expect Delaware to be the forum of choice for firms that incorporate there.
The importance of our results depends in part on the view one has of why Delaware attracts so many large corporations. If one believes general judicial efficiency or clarity of law is part of 
